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Academia.edu uses cookies to personalize content, customize ads, and improve the user experience. By using our site, you consent to our collection of information using cookies. To learn more, check out our Privacy Policy.× Create Art. Art shapes us. The title of this book has two meanings. As people create works of art, we are created by what we create.
The art world is constantly evolving, as today's artists interpret, question, and ultimately create a world around them. The 11th edition of Prebles' artistic shapes reflects this dynamic environment; it's one of the most exhausting revisions in the history of the book. This edition is driven by three recent trends: changing pedagogical needs, new scientific
research, and the recent creativity of artists around the world. MyArtsLab is an integral part of the Prebles'Artforms program. Engaging activities and assessments provide a learning and learning system that helps students experience and interact with art. Key learning tools include ART 21 videos, Studio Technique videos, and our Closer Look art hallmark
tours. Revel by Pearson is a new learning experience designed for the way today's students read, think and learn. Revel redesigns the well-known and respected content of the course and enriches it for today's students with new dynamic, rich media interactions and ratings. The result is better student engagement and better learning. Revel for Frank will be
available for fall 2014 classes. Learn from author Patrick Frank about all the new features in Artforms, including new topics in the text: Teaching and Learning Experience This program will provide a better teaching and learning experience–for you and your students. To: Personalizes learning with MyArtsLab: The new MyArtsLab delivers proven results in
helping students succeed, and provides engaging experiences that personalize learning. Provides a thematic survey: Help students explore the reasons for creating art, the motivation for each artist, and how art affects their audience. It emphasizes critical thinking: Chapter Opening-Thinking Ahead issues encourage students to focus and think critically about
the issues to come. It focuses on art today: More than 175 new paintings reflect the author's view that contemporary art provides the best path to art appreciation because of its currency and global nature. It's a very rich book. The author, of course, has a lot of knowledge and is excited about his text.     -Marsha Anderson, North Lake College [We Form Art
and 'Art Forms Us' boxes] are such a critical tool in trying to illustrate the importance of art to those that are not the art of large companies.     -Paul Benero, Tarrant County College Ideas such as catching part openers, a brief timeline and educational goals to help attract readers to decipher what they read about. The inclusion of the iconic work, along with the
more obscure ones, helps students start in the comfort zone from which they will branch.     -Joan Bontempo, Hagerstwon Community College Content Plan for 9/11     -Timothy Jones, Oklahoma City Community College/University of Oklahoma Sample Chapter is available for download in PDF format. This material is protected by all copyright laws as they
currently exist. No part of this material may be reproduced, in any form or by any means, without the written consent of the publisher. The forew word is available for download in PDF format. This material is protected by all copyright laws as they currently exist. No part of this material may be reproduced, in any form or by any means, without the written
consent of the publisher. Personalized learning with MyArtsLab NEW! A place to write. Writing Space provides everything students need to promote better writing, all in one place. It's the only place to create, track, and evaluate task writing, provide resources for writing, and exchange meaningful, personalized feedback with students, quickly and easily. A
writing space can also check students' work for incorrect quotes or plagiarism by comparing it with the most accurate text comparison database available from Turnitin. Art 21 video clips. The 24 highly teachable clips, now integrated with Preble's Artforms, present a close-up look at today's most famous artists at work-helping students better understand
different media and techniques. A closer look tours. A closer look tours the model of how an art historian talks about a work of art and allow students to zoom in on details they would otherwise see-even in person! Closer Look tours provide engaging facts and expert sound to help you pronunciation. Architectural panoramas. The Architectural Panorama
feature takes line drawings of the main sights in the book - and deeply connects them with exciting, detailed panoramas. Discovering the Art tutorial. This robust online course helps students explore the main elements and principles of art, artistic media and artistic processes. The site offers opportunities to review key terminology, search a large gallery of
images, watch videos and more! Study tools for students. Individual study plan, cards, eText and audio eText help students study for exams. Instructors can drag assignments to the desired date in the Task Calendar &amp; Gradebook. Thematic survey NEW! Six new topics are discussed in Chapter 2. Then, in chapters 15 – 25 these topics are explored
through eleven essays, The Art of Form Us. See examples in Chapter 16 Worship and Ritual. Nwe! artistic creation according to the six purposes or functions they perform in society. A new chapter on The Purposes and Features of Art explores the reasons for art creation, from commentary to pleasure in remembrance. A few examples from each purpose or
function are given from different cultures and times. Explore the inspiration of artists for art creation. Artist biographies, shaping art, reinforce this insight into topics as readers learn motivation for individual artists. Bring a full circle conversation by exploring how art affects its audience. Art Forms Us boxes allow students to see common threads between widely
diverse periods of creation and allow teachers who approach the subject thematically to base their courses on six functions. Critical Thinking Emphasis NEW! Chapter-opening Thinking Ahead questions. Each chapter begins thinking ahead, a set of questions that encourage students to focus and think critically about the problems to come. Chapter-Ending
Thinking Back Questions. At each chapter at the end, thinking back points helps students review and more thoroughly understand the material that I have just read. These questions answer think ahead questions that connect the material of the chapter. Focus on current NEW knowledge! New images restore text from different angles. The eleventh edition
boasts more than 175 (26%) new paintings, including rich examples of the work of living artists, reflecting the author's view that contemporary art provides the best path to artistic recognition due to its availability and global nature. Nwe! Explore different media. The diverse media contained in the new edition consist of works created on the Apple iPad and a
building in Japan whose façade is a giant QR code. In this section: 1. Overview of changes 2. Amendments to chapter after Chapter 1. Overview of Changes Personalize Learning with MyArtsLab NEW! A place to write. Writing Space provides everything students need to promote better writing, all in one place. It's the only place to create, track, and evaluate
task writing, provide resources for writing, and exchange meaningful, personalized feedback with students, quickly and easily. A writing space can also check students' work for incorrect quotes or plagiarism by comparing it with the most accurate text comparison database available from Turnitin. Thematic survey NEW! Discuss artistic creation according to
the six purposes or functions it performs in society. A new chapter on The Purposes and Features of Art explores the reasons for art creation, from commentary to pleasure in remembrance. A few examples from each purpose or function are given from different cultures and times. Critical Thinking Emphasis NEW! Chapter-opening Thinking Ahead questions.
Each chapter begins thinking ahead, a set of questions that encourage students to focus and about the problems to come. Focus on current NEW knowledge! New images restore text from different angles. The eleventh edition boasts more than 175 (26%) new paintings, including rich examples of the work of living artists, reflecting the author's view that
contemporary art provides the best path to artistic recognition due to its availability and global nature. Nwe! Explore different media. The diverse media contained in the new edition consist of works created on the Apple iPad and a building in Japan whose façade is a giant QR code. 2. Chapter-by-Chapter Changes Chapter 1: The Nature of Art and Creativity
Extended Section Titled What Is Creativity? highlights current research on what creativity is and how it works.  Six new images, including The Chief's Stool from Cameroon and Black 'n' Blue by Alexis Smith Chapter 2: Purposes and Features of Art A completely new chapter that discusses the six purposes and functions of art in the company's New Forming
Art feature on Gabriel Orozco and the art of surprise Fifteen new paintings, including an anonymous mural painted by protesters at Occupy LA City Hall , and a self-portrait with a Jewish ID card Felix Nussbaum Chapter 3 : Visuals Enhanced Formation Art features on Keith Sonnier and his use of light as a medium of twenty new images, including digital
color-picking palette and installation of Doug Wheeler Chapter 4: Principles of Design of Three New Images, including Cildo Meireles Cruze do Sul (Southern Cross), Titian's Noli Me Tangere , and John McCracken's Silver Chapter 5: Art Review Updated Discussion on Censorship Controversy New Image Censored Mural History of Work in Maine Judy Taylor
Chapter 6 : Drawing An extended discussion of Vincent Van Gogh's drawings in the new Art Formation feature Twelve New Images, including the new iPad drawing by David Hockney Chapter 7: Painting The Reorganized Section for clarity presentation of the New Art Formation feature on Diego Rivera's public mural and the topic of controversy chapter now
concludes with a new subheading about contemporary approaches to painting. Ten new images, including works by Jeremy Blake and Lita Albuquerque Chapter 8: Printmaking New Forming Art feature on Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec and his lithograph on cabaret singer Aristide Bruant Six new paintings, including Betsabee Romero's embossed prints made
from discarded tires Chapter 9: Photos new art formation features on Binh Danh and his use of the daguerreotype process of seven images , including recent works by Jeff Wall and Susan Derges Chapter 10 : Moving Images: Film and Digital Art Enhanced Digital Art Subhead with added discussion of Ridley Scott's computer art sci-fi films are discussed in
the new Forming Art feature.  Ten new images added, including still from Voyage to the Moon by Georges Méliès and Doug projections on the outside of the Hirshhorn Museum Chapter 11: Design Disciplines New Shaping Art features on Karin Fong and motion graphics Eleven new images, including new fonts used on the Interstate Highway signs, and
corporate logos from banks that failed in the 2008 Crisis Chapter 12: Sculpture New Forming Art features on Martin Puryear and many meanings in his sculpture Nine new paintings including 18-ton solid steel sculpture Father Picture Charles Ray Chapter 13: Craft Media: Flirting with The Updated Feature on Faith Ringgold's Blanket Do With Extended
Discussion of The Artist's Feature in Society Four new images added, including Nick Cave's Soundsuit Chapter 14: Architecture New Forming Art Features designed by Xten Architecture for the State Archives in Lucerne , Switzerland Six new images including the Aqua Tower in Chicago by Jeanne Gang Chapter 15: From the Oldest Art to the Bronze Age
New Art Forms Us: Remembrance Feature explores three memorials created in memory of the deceased.  An expanded discussion of rock art to include ancient pictograms in Utah Four new paintings, including No Man's Land of Christian Boltanski Chapter 16: The Classical and Medieval West's New Art Forms Us: Worship and Ritual Function explains the
three art forms that help in approaching the sacred.  Four new paintings, including a Central Asian nomadic bronze work illustrated by new research on this culture Chapter 17: Renaissance and Baroque Europe The new feature Art Forms Us: Persuasion analyses examples of compelling art that seek to make progress a good thing.  The extended chapter
now includes a subhead on the Rokok style Five new paintings, including the interior of Versailles Palace Chapter 18: Traditional Art Asia New Art Forms Us: Delight features on the appreciation of beauty in the artwork Four new paintings, including the great landscape painting Qiu Ying Chapter 19: Islamic World New Art Forms Us: Worship and Ritual
Features explores geometric and ordered patterns in art , and how these decorative schemes provide spiritual uplift for the audience.  Three new images, including a detail from the portal to the Taj Mahal 20 chapter: Africa, Oceania and America New Art Forms Us: Remembrance Feature discusses the artistic reverence of heroes across cultures Four new
paintings, including a royal portrait character from the Congo and a new Navajo blanket from Tony Berlant's collection chapter 21: Late eighteenth and nineteenth century extended chapter with new arteveua treatment of the new Artuveau New Forms : Commentary features on artists, past and present who use their works to comment on current events Five
new paintings, including Raft of the Medusa theodore Gericault Chapter 22: Early Twentieth Century New Art Forms of Us: Self-Expression stresses artists who turn nature into a means of expressing feeling.  Three new images, including The Troubled Sea by Emil Nolde Chapter 23: Between World War II New Art Forms Us: Persuading Features on the Use
of Art for Persuasion by Corporations and Organizations Four New Images, including Lovers of René Magritte Chapter 24: The Postwar Modern Movement New Art Forms Us: Commentary Features on Artists' Responses to Consumerism in the 1960s Four new paintings, including the Infinity Mirror Room by Yayoi Kusama Chapter 25: Postmodernity and
Global Art's New Art Forms of Us: Worship and Ritual Features explores postmodern artists' use or display of light as a means of transcendence.  Nine new images, including a digital light installation in Boston and an Ai Weiwei circle of animals/zodiac heads in this section 1) Brief content 2) Detailed content BRIEF TABLE CONTENT PART ONE: Language
visual experience Chapter 1. Nature of Art and Creativity Chapter 2. Purposes and Functions of Art Chapter 3. Visuals PART TWO: MEDIA ART Chapter 4. Principles of design of Chapter 5. Art Evaluation Chapter 6. Chapter 7 of the drawing. Painting Chapter 8. Printmaking Chapter 9. Photo Chapter 10. Moving Images: Film and Digital Art Chapter 11.
Design disciplines Chapter 12. Sculpture Chapter 13. Craft Media: Flirting with the Function of Chapter 14. Architecture part three: ART AS CULTURAL HERITAGE Chapter 15. From the oldest art to the Bronze Age chapter of the 16th century, it's been a long time since the 19th century. Classical and medieval western chapter of the 17th century.
Renaissance and Baroque Europe Chapter 18. Traditional Art of Asia Chapter 19. A chapter of the 20th-century Islamic world has been re-educh Africa, Oceania, and Americas PART FOUR: MODERN WORLD Chapter 21. Late eighteenth and nineteenth century chapter 22. At the beginning of the twentieth century, chapter 23. Between World Wars Chapter
24. Postwar Modern Movement PART FIVE: POSTMODERN WORLD Chapter 25. Postmodernity and Global Art DETAILED CONTENT PART ONE: LANGUAGE VISUAL EXPERIENCE Chapter 1. The nature of art and creativity What is art? What is creativity? Art and Reality Looking for and seeing the form and content of Chapter 2. The purposes and
functions of art art for the pleasure of art as a commentary of art in worship and ritual art for commemorating art for persuading art as a self-expression of Chapter 3. Visuals Line Shape Mass Space Time and Motion Light53 Color Texture PART TWO: MEDIA ART Chapter 4. Principles of design unity and variety balance emphasis and subordination
directional force contrast repetition and rhythm scale and ratio design summary chapter 5. Art Review Art Review Criticism, What Makes Art Great? Art review with the words Censorship: Ultimate Rating Chapter 6. Drawing drawing process purposes drawing tools and techniques Comics and graphic novels Contemporary Chapter 7. Painting Ingredients and
Surfaces Watercolor Fresco Encaustic Tempera Acrylic Oil Contemporary Approaches Chapter 8. Printmaking Purposes Printmaking Relief Intaglio Lithography Template and Screen Printing Current Approaches Chapter 9. Evolution photography and photography as an art form of photography and social change of color photography pushes the boundaries
of digital revolution Chapter 10. Moving Images: Film and Digital Art Film: Moving Image Television and Video Digital Art Form Chapter 11. Design Disciplines Graphic Design Motion Graphics Interactive Design Product Design Chapter 12. Sculpture freestanding and embossed sculpture methods and materials Kinetic sculpture mixed media installation and
site-specific art chapter 13. Craft Media: Flirting with clay class function metal wood Fiber Chapter 14. Architecture Art and Science Traditional Methods and Materials Modern Materials and Methods Designing with Nature Contemporary Approaches PART THREE: ART AS CULTURAL HERITAGE Chapter 15. From the oldest art to the Bronze Paleolithic
period of the Neolithic period The beginnings of civilization mesopotamia of Egypt Chapter 16. Classical and medieval western Greece Rome Early Christian and Byzantine art of the Middle Ages in Europe Baroque chapter 17. Renaissance and Baroque Europe Renaissance Rokoko chapter 18. Traditional Art of Asia India Southeast Asia China Japan
Chapter 19. Islamic World of Arab Countries Spain Persia India: Mughal Empire Chapter 20. Africa, Oceania and America Africa Oceania and Australia Native North America Pre-Conquest Central and South America PART FOUR: MODERN WORLD Chapter 21. Late Eighteenth and Nineteenth Century Neoclassical Romanticism Romanism Realism
Impressionism Post-Impressionist Period Chapter 22. Early twentieth century Fauves and Expressionism cubism to abstract sculpture Modern Spirit in America Futurism and Celebration of Motion Chapter 23. Between World Wars Dada Surrealism Expanding into Cubism Building a New Society the Political Expressions of Latin American Modernism
American Regionalism African American Modernist Organic Abstraction Chapter 24. Postwar Modern Movement New York School Architecture mid-century gathering events and happenings Pop Art Minimal Art Conceptual Art Site-specific works and earthwords installations and environment Early Feminism Performance Art PART FIVE:: Postmodern
WORLD Chapter 25. Postmodernity and Global Art Postmodern Architecture Painting Photography Sculture Public Art Issue-Oriented Art Street Art Global Contemporary Pearson offers affordable and affordable purchasing options to meet the needs of your students. Get in touch with us to learn more. K12 Educators: Contact your Savvas Learning Company
Account Account Manager for purchase options. Instant access ISBNs are designed for individuals s kreditními kartami nebo PayPal. Savvas Learning Company je ochranná známka společnosti Savvas Learning Company LLC. Frank &amp; Preble ©2011 Kit/Package/ShrinkWrap Kit/Package/ShrinkWrap
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